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Free Review Free Estimate
Cost-Effective Upgrades

Whether you need a simple install, a migration, a data-

archive, or a large version jump, we’ll propose time, 

materials, and a fixed-price for your custom approach.

Identify CA PPM Functionality

We’ll review your environment’s architecture stack 

and identify functional and technical configurations or 

customizations that may require remediation.

Smooth Upgrades   |   Simple Processes   |   Efficient Systems
Revitalizing Systems. Supporting People.

Rego specializes in delivering world-class upgrades for CA PPM environments, so you can secure  
the latest support and functionality. Your requirements and timelines take center-stage.

If you’ve been putting off an upgrade, you’ll be relieved to hear Rego believes upgrades should never be 
expensive or stressful. Our engagement will make your upgrade an exciting, revitalizing time.

On Premise & On Demand

Fresh Start Upgrades. On Demand Support & Guidance. In Place Upgrades.

Rego Upgrades 
Stay Current with  

World-Class Upgrades

From the simple to complex, Rego builds, tests, and deploys CA PPM upgrades across the industry. Whether 
you’re ready for new functionality, more efficient configurations, ongoing professional support, or a return to 

out-of-the-box solutions, Rego has the processes and scripts ready for your cost-effective upgrade.
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Free Assessment and Estimate

Drive Business Productivity with World-Class Upgrades From Rego.

Unmatched Experience | 200+ Upgrades Performed | Reliable Results 
Contact us today for a rapid, cost-effective upgrade with Rego’s reusable  

process and collective experience.

For your upgrade, we’ll assist with the technical aspects of environment migration and basic system tests. If you 
need remediation, we can assist with configuration changes and post-deployment technical support. 

Expand Tool Functionality. Release New Modules. Improve Performance.

Upgrade Types
Installation | Testing | Remediation | Training

Rego Upgrades
Say goodbye to stressful, expensive upgrades and enjoy Rego’s commitment to helping you 

revitalize your system, connect with end-users, experience “quick wins,” and secure training.

Technical Support 
Assistance for Your Team 

For your upgrade, we’ll perform all the technical aspects of environment migration, integration installs, and 
system testing. If you need training materials, we’re happy to provide on demand and solution-based support.

Technical Support & Testing
Expertise, Integration, and Testing 

Leverage Rego’s full upgrade strategy. We’ll migrate your environment from DEV, through QA, and out to PROD 
with installed integrations, tested timing, documented actions, and managed communication, including end user 

training, deployment, and project management. 

Full Upgrades
Revitalize Your System   


